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In November 2019, the Baton Rouge Area Chamber (BRAC) began 
creating a new five-year economic development strategy for the nine-
parish Baton Rouge Area. Led by Ernst & Young LLP (EY) Economic 
Development Advisory Services (EDAS), the three-phase planning 
process included an evaluation of the region’s economy, a five-year 
strategy and an execution plan, all guided by broad stakeholder input. 

Today, the Baton Rouge Area is at a critical juncture. The chances of 
sustained economic vibrancy in the future will increase as the region acts 
together to implement a comprehensive economic development agenda 
that accelerates momentum by leveraging its assets and addressing 
critical weaknesses.

Six narratives emerged through benchmarking analysis and stakeholder 
input that began to define the region’s economic development priorities: 
ensuring we have a strong talent pipeline; diversifying our economy to 
expand our job opportunities; increasing inclusivity to fully engage our 
workforce potential; enhancing our livability to help attract and retain 
people; and uniting our leadership to seize opportunities together.

Along with these narratives came a renewed sense of purpose and a 
relentless commitment to tackle challenges with gusto. BRAC’s purpose 
for the next five years is to accelerate economic opportunity for 
everyone. Accomplishing this requires tenacity and a bias for action. It 
also requires a commitment to push the region beyond the status quo, 
unleash its potential, and embrace a mindset that the finish line does not 
exist.

The following goals, priorities and bold initiatives could help BRAC realize 
this purpose.

Goal 1: Bolster our talent pipeline

Priorities
1. Build a seamless talent pipeline
2. Keep college grads
3. Elevate skill sets
4. Bring talent to Baton Rouge (BR)

BRING IT! Initiative: BRING IT! to BR Talent Campaign
Goal: Increase the region’s young professional population by 5%
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Goal 2: Diversify our industry base and job opportunities

Priorities
1. Level up entrepreneurs and existing business
2. Grow our emerging sectors
3. Shift business attraction into hyperdrive

BRING IT! Initiative: Supercharge cluster development
Goal: Grow 500 new jobs in emerging sectors 

Goal 3: Create a more inclusive economy

Priorities
1. Accelerate minority- and women-owned businesses
2. Drive investment into neighborhoods in need
3. Boost diversity and inclusion in the workplace

BRING IT! Initiative: Accelerate economic inclusion
Goal: Attract $100 million of private investment into divested 
communities

Goal 4: Enhance our region’s livability

Priorities
1. Upgrade our infrastructure
2. Beautify BR
3. Rally BR pride

BRING IT! Initiative: Beautify BR
Goal: Boost positive perceptions of the Baton Rouge Area by 20%

Activating this strategy, its bold, BRING IT! Initiatives and goals will 
require a significant increase in financial and staff resources, along with 
support from BRAC’s existing councils and committees. Additionally, 
BRAC will need to collaborate with a variety of partners to increase 
opportunities in each of the goal areas. With ample support, strong 
partnerships and the BRING IT! attitude, BRAC has the capacity to 
accelerate economic opportunity for everyone in the region. 
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Disclaimer

Our Report may be relied upon by the Baton Rouge Area Chamber for the purpose set 
out in the Scope section only pursuant to the terms of our engagement letter dated 
December 6, 2019. We disclaim all responsibility to any other party for any loss or 
liability that the other party may suffer or incur arising from or relating to or in any way 
connected with the contents of our report, the provision of our report to the other party 
or the reliance upon our report by the other party.



About this report

In November 2019, the Baton Rouge Area Chamber began creating a new 
five-year economic development strategy for the nine-parish Baton 
Rouge region. Led by Ernst & Young LLP Economic Development 
Advisory Services (EDAS) (formerly Avalanche Consulting, Inc.), the 
three-phase planning process included an evaluation of the region’s 
economy, a five-year strategy and an execution plan, all guided by broad 
stakeholder input. 

In March 2020, leaders from the Baton Rouge Area Chamber pressed 
pause on strategic planning efforts to focus on business crisis response 
and recovery related to the COVID-19 pandemic. BRAC’s efforts to meet 
the moment focused on assisting businesses in their recovery, seizing 
post-COVID-19 economic development opportunities, helping to reskill 
and upskill talent and supporting the region as it adapted to the shift 
toward remote work. Economic inclusion also played a foundational role, 
with goals for reinvesting in North Baton Rouge, advocating for 
placemaking and improvements in infrastructure, closing the 
achievement gap and reducing crime. 

Over the course of the planning process, the consulting team engaged 
hundreds of stakeholders through interviews, focus groups, a community 
survey and workshops with a 60-member Advisory Committee and Parish 
Partners Advisory Group. Their input culminated in a Discovery Report 
delivered in early 2020 and revised in early 2021 to include COVID-19-
related impacts. 
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The Discovery report noted how the Baton Rouge Area has repeatedly 
overcome adversity. Early in the past decade, repeated budget cuts 
significantly impacted two of the Baton Rouge Area’s primary economic 
anchors — the state government and Louisiana State University. By 
2015, a stabilized economy and tax increases helped bolster the state’s 
fiscal health and contributed to five consecutive years of state budget 
increases. Baton Rouge also benefited from rising enrollment numbers at 
both LSU and Southern University. The impact of these positive 
developments on the Baton Rouge Area, however, was slightly muted by 
slower employment growth in sectors dependent on the petrochemical 
industry like manufacturing and construction. Historic flooding in 2016 
added to these headwinds. 

Despite these challenges, in early 2020 Baton Rouge was enjoying a 
period of notable prosperity. Median household income had increased for 
several consecutive years. Total annual employment neared a record 
high. At less than 4%, regional unemployment was close to its lowest 
level in a generation. While the COVID-19 pandemic and resulting 
economic downturn have upended these gains, Baton Rouge has 
repeatedly proven capable of successfully navigating a variety of 
challenges to emerge in an even stronger competitive position. 

This planning process, stakeholder input and quantitative data analysis 
(including extensive benchmarking against 39 other US regions) have 
revealed the following top-line research findings and form the initial 
platform for strategy and action. 

►Diversifying the Area’s industry base will help supercharge regional 
employment growth, creating a broader range of job opportunities to 
attract and retain talent as well as help buoy the region against future 
economic downturns. 

►The Area has a large student population and alumni base, yet many 
local graduates move out of the region after college. Business growth 
will be enhanced if this talent is retained.  

►Committing to greater economic inclusion will expand the workforce, 
propel business growth and help the Area compete. 

►There is tremendous opportunity to build upon the Area’s world-class 
innovation assets, translating into a more robust entrepreneurial 
ecosystem and greater corporate research partnerships.  

►A high quality of life is essential to talent retention and attraction, as 
well as growing the businesses that seek those workers. 

►Unified regional leadership guided by a shared strategy will help 
amplify impact and the region’s visibility.

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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This is a pivotal moment to plan for the Baton Rouge Area’s economic 
future, and this report provides some options for the BRAC to consider. 
This report contains our description of possibilities for the Baton Rouge 
Area’s long-term economic future based on assets available today and 
aspirations heard from stakeholders across the region. This report also 
proposes goals and strategies that could help the region achieve those 
possibilities if undertaken. 

Once this report is completed, it will be up to BRAC and its investors to 
decide which goals and strategies to adapt, adopt and pursue in the 
coming years. 

The report itself is divided into three sections and an appendix:

Introduction

Strategic framework. The strategic framework outlines BRAC’s purpose, 
values and can-do attitude for tackling this five-year strategy. The 
framework goes on to outline the strategic priorities, several key 
initiatives and the big, bold goals for this strategy.

Goals and strategies. In this section, EY describes four areas on which 
BRAC could focus to reach its goals and the high-level strategies for each 
of these areas. Recommended metrics of success are included for each 
focus area to help track progress. 

Implementation guidance. This section provides BRAC with guidance on 
how to effectively execute upon the goals and strategies within this plan. 
It also includes suggestions for resourcing this strategy and engaging 
partners in its execution.

Appendices: 

Implementation tables. In the appendix, EY provides draft 
implementation tables in spreadsheet format. These tables include the 
tactical actions to support each recommended strategy, suggested 
responsible parties for each tactic and staging for pursuit by year of 
implementation. The initial tactics shared by EY are a starting point for 
BRAC to develop and refine going forward. Tactics change over time, and 
these implementation tables can act as a living document in which the 
BRAC team can collaborate and have flexibility to adapt to evolving 
circumstances.

Leading practices. In this appendix, EY provides examples of successful 
implementation of similar initiatives in other communities. Leading 
practices can provide inspiration and guidance for implementing 
strategies in this report. 

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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Strategic framework

Bringing opportunity to the Baton Rouge Area

From broad stakeholder input and benchmarking analysis arose six 
narratives that began to define the region’s economic development 
priorities: ensuring we have a strong talent pipeline; diversifying our 
economy to expand our job opportunities; increasing inclusivity to fully 
engage our workforce potential; enhancing our livability to help attract 
and retain people; and uniting our leadership to seize opportunities 
together.

This section outlines the renewed purpose, values and attitude that the 
BRAC team and its investors plan to bring to its 2022-2026 economic 
development efforts. It also outlines four bold initiatives and equally 
bold goals for tackling the region’s most pressing priorities. Elements 
of these initiatives are interwoven into the suggested tactics outlined 
in this strategy report. 

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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Our purpose
To accelerate economic opportunity in the Baton Rouge Area, 
for everyone.

The Baton Rouge Area Chamber is an aggressively ambitious regional 
economic development organization with a bias for action. BRAC seeks to 
push Baton Rouge beyond the status quo, unleash its potential, and 
support a vibrant business community that believes the finish line does 
not exist.

Our values
Leadership  |  Inclusivity  |  Objectivity  |  Optimism  |  Persistence

Our rallying cry: BRING IT!
Serving as a rallying cry for the Baton Rouge Area, BRING IT! means that 
our region faces obstacles head-on with a can-do attitude. Whatever 
challenges and opportunities lie ahead — from developing a more 
desirable lifestyle to recruiting the best businesses and talent around —
BR can handle it. In fact, we even welcome it because this name evokes 
the confidence we have to move this region forward.

BRING IT! 2022-2026 strategic goals
q Bolster our talent pipeline 

q Diversify our industry base and job opportunities

q Create a more inclusive economy 

q Enhance our region’s livability

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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Talent
Goal 1: Bolster our talent pipeline

q Build a seamless talent pipeline

q Keep college grads

q Elevate skill sets

q Bring talent to the BR Area 

Economic diversification
Goal 2: Diversify our industry base and job opportunities

q Level up entrepreneurs and existing business

q Grow our emerging sectors

q Shift business attraction into hyperdrive

Inclusive economy
Goal 3: Create a more inclusive economy

q Accelerate minority- and women-owned businesses

q Drive investment into neighborhoods in need

q Boost diversity and inclusion in the workplace

Livability
Goal 4: Enhance our region’s livability

q Upgrade our infrastructure

q Beautify the BR Area

q Rally BR Area pride
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Bold initiatives

In addition to the strategy’s goals and priorities, several bold initiatives 
are included that are designed to bring the Baton Rouge Area’s economy 
up to a new level and engage community partners to an even greater 
degree. These initiatives are interconnected with and layered into each 
goal of this five-year strategy. 

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy

Accelerate economic inclusion
Bold actions to accelerate the wealth generation from minority- and 
women-owned businesses by way of mentors, business accelerators 
and procurement support.

Supercharge cluster development
Define, nurture and attract emerging industries to our Area through 
the work of cluster-building teams and investments across R&D, 
product, education and entrepreneurship.

Beautify the BR Area
A layered approach to boosting community pride via anti-litter and 
other beautification efforts as well as activating Baton Rouge Area 
boosters who proactively promote our region.

Bring it to BR! Talent campaign
A comprehensive effort to attract and retain talent to the Baton 
Rouge Area, including coordinated marketing and media campaigns, 
a career exploration tool and job board. 
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Big outcomes  
BRAC’s progress over the next five years will be gauged by numerous metrics 
of activity and impact, but these four BRING IT! Big outcomes represent the 
desired outcomes BRAC aims to bring about as a result of its dedication to 
this strategy.

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy

Talent
Increase the region’s young professional population by 5%
High-tech regions are magnets for young professionals and typically boast 
young professional populations of 31% and higher. The Baton Rouge Area 
produces thousands of college graduates on an annual basis yet has seen a 
net out migration of young professionals for five of the past six years. 
Increasing the percentage of the region’s population of 25 to 44 year olds
from 27% to 32% would put the Baton Rouge Area in the ranks of high-
performing regions such as Salt Lake City, Seattle and Denver.

Economic diversification
Grow 500 new jobs in emerging sectors
Economic growth in the Baton Rouge Area has been fairly moderate over 
the past decade, and recent growth has been concentrated in the 
construction sector. Adding 500 new jobs in our emerging sectors over the 
next five years will signal a strong shift toward economic diversification. 

Economic inclusion
Attract $100 million of private investment into disinvested communities
The migration patterns in the Baton Rouge Area are increasing economic 
inequality between its parishes. Over time, the inequality can proliferate 
generational poverty, contribute to lower graduation rates and higher 
incarcerations rates, and even shorter life expectancies. Attracting $100 
million of private dollars to reinvest and redevelop the Baton Rouge Area’s 
most underserved communities will enhance the region’s overall vibrancy 
while bringing greater economic opportunity to its residents.

Livability
Boost positive perceptions of the Baton Rouge Area by 20%
Based on stakeholder input, the Baton Rouge Area suffers from an overall 
negative perception of itself. Eliminating this narrative will have positive 
effects on the region’s ability to attract talent and businesses. This 
outcome leverages the work of Beautify BR and all of the BRING IT! 
initiatives to bring more positivity to the Baton Rouge Area. Its progress 
will be measured by local and national perception studies.
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Goals and priorities

Five-year goals

In this section, EY offers five-year goal statements and strategic options 
for each of the economic development topics outlined in the previous 
section: talent pipeline, diversified economy, livability and inclusive 
economy. 

For each topic, we provide a goal statement, an explanation and a list of 
strategies to support the goal. We also share a list of metrics that can be 
used to track progress on that goal. The subsequent pages on each topic 
provide an explanation for each strategy and a description of what each 
one entails.

The appendices include implementation tables with details on the timing 
of each tactic and leading practices for inspiration and guidance from 
other communities tackling similar initiatives.

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy



Goal one:
Bolster our 
talent pipeline

Big outcome

Increase 
young professional 
population by 5%

BRING IT! Initiative 

A comprehensive effort to attract 
and retain talent to the Baton 
Rouge Area, including coordinated 
marketing and media campaigns, a 
career exploration tool and job 
board 

Bring it to BR! 
Talent campaign



A strong talent pipeline is increasingly important to the economic growth 
and prosperity of a region. Over the last decade, record job growth and 
an expanding skills gap created a battle for talent in communities of 
every size. The pandemic then intensified talent-related issues and 
opportunities. Remote learning magnified concerns over education equity 
and forced some parents out of the workforce. It also created new 
demand and funding opportunities for reskilling and upskilling programs. 
Meanwhile, the prevalence of remote work has stiffened competition for 
talent retention and attraction. Bolstering talent requires a dedicated and 
collaborative approach to address issues and leverage opportunities 
along the entire talent pipeline.

Issues and opportunities 

The Baton Rouge Area has invested in a variety of successful education 
programs and has seen improved performance across many education 
metrics in recent years. CTE Jump Start Pathways credentials in health 
care, IT/software development, skilled trades, manufacturing and 
microenterprise were awarded to thousands of high school students. 
More than 100 teachers, principals and counselors were hosted in 
business fellowships and externships, and 16 new quality public 
education choices were brought to the region. 

In addition to enriched programming to prepare students for continued 
education and the workforce, every school system in the region has 
experienced an increase in graduation rates in recent years. Since 2015, 
all but two school systems have achieved gains on their ACT index scores. 
The Baton Rouge Area also has one of the country’s highest rates of Free 
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) completion.
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Talent
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Post-secondary certificates requiring less than two years awarded 
per 1,000 residents, 2018

9.4

4.5

1.6

Baton Rouge

Top 25% Top 50% Bottom 50% Bottom 25%
Sources: EY, U.S. Department of Education.



While these gains should be celebrated, stakeholders cite that the overall 
quality of available education for many residents remains inadequate. 
BRAC’s continued efforts in advocating for school choice and 
accountability, along with support for universal PreK-3 and Early College 
programs, are critical to strengthening the talent pipeline.

In addition to supporting increased investments and transformative 
change in school systems at both the local and state level, the Baton 
Rouge Area also has work to do in the areas of reskilling and upskilling. 
Overall educational attainment levels in the region are relatively low and 
approximately 14% of residents live in poverty, including nearly 7% of 
residents who have been employed six months or longer. Connecting 
adults to services that help to overcome barriers, increase educational 
attainment outcomes and gain higher paid employment is vital to 
elevating overall economic prosperity in the region.

The Baton Rouge Area’s higher education institutions – including 
Louisiana State University, Southern University, Baton Rouge Community 
College and River Parishes Community College – produce thousands of 
college graduates annually. However, the regional economy has not been 
especially well-positioned to capture this talent due to a limited supply of 
jobs that require a post-secondary education. 
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Talent

Poverty rate among employed residents age 16 and over, 2018

Sources: EY, U.S. Census Bureau.

3.8%

6.6%

16.0%

Baton Rouge

Top 25% Top 50% Bottom 50% Bottom 25%

Percent of jobs requiring some level of post-secondary educational attainment

Sources: EY, EMSI, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

31.8%
36.4%

29.9%
33.5%

Baton Rouge US

2018 employment

2013-18 employm ent
growth



In addition to diversifying the Baton Rouge Area’s industry base to 
absorb more of this highly skilled talent pool, connecting students and 
young professionals to professional opportunities and lifestyle amenities 
could also foster greater levels of talent retention. This work has begun 
with BRAC’s Baton Rouge Toolkit for employers to attract talent and the 
launch of the Handshake platform to help connect local graduates and 
employers. Additional investments in programs and resources that 
attract, engage and retain talent – including a dedicated talent attraction 
campaign like the BRING IT! to BR talent initiative – could help further 
augment population growth.

Bringing it to the Baton Rouge Area
The significance of talent availability and alignment will likely intensify as 
the US economy regains its momentum. Targeted initiatives across the 
entire pipeline are necessary for the region to prosper. Bolstering the 
talent pipeline is deeply intertwined with the Baton Rouge Area’s ability 
to diversify its economy, create more inclusive economic opportunities 
and improve the region’s livability – all of which are addressed in this very 
talent-centric five-year strategy. 

Priorities

1. Building a seamless talent pipeline

2. Keeping college grads

3. Elevating skill sets

4. Bringing talent to BR

16 Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy

Talent

Sources: EY, U.S. Census Bureau.

Net in-migration of individuals ages 25 to 44 per 1,000 residents, 2018

8.5

-3.6
-6.4

Baton Rouge

Top 25% Top 50% Bottom 50% Bottom 25%
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1.1 Build a seamless talent pipeline
Provide high-quality, accessible educational programming every step of 
the way, from PK-12 to career.

The Baton Rouge Area continues to make strides in strengthening its 
talent pipeline. Making sure these efforts are continued, expanded and 
aligned with regional career opportunities is a crucial step to realizing 
economic prosperity across the region and developing the robust talent 
pipeline necessary to be a competitive business location. It is important 
to help residents access high-quality education options that prepare 
them for a viable career pathway in the region. 

Tactics within this strategy include strengthened advocacy efforts to 
enhance educational access and equity across the region. It also calls for 
the Baton Rouge Area to stand up an initiative to further align and 
strengthen efforts to build a seamless talent pipeline. 

The following tactics could support BRAC’s goal to build a seamless 
talent pipeline:

• Pursue universal Pre-K-3 funding by 2026. Leverage advocacy team 
to educate regional stakeholders on the importance of high-quality 
early childhood education, equity in education and accountability in 
PK12 programs.

• Establish a BR Talent Collaborative. The Collaborative, organized and 
convened by BRAC, would include executive-level representatives from 
businesses and major educational institutions from across the region. 
The goal of this network would be to create greater alignment 
throughout the entire talent pipeline with special attention paid to 
emerging and high-demand industry sectors. The group could be 
charged with, for example, sharing best practices with each other and 
identifying actions to strengthen the Area’s talent pipeline, defining 
career pathways for existing and emerging industry sectors, crafting 
public-facing messages about career pathways, and launching 
experiential learning opportunities for area students. The Collaborative 
should interface with designated liaisons from each (recommended) BR 
Cluster Enrichment Team. The (recommended) Business Intelligence 
Center should supply the Collaborative with local workforce data to 
help inform discussions. 

• Continue to push for school choice, quality and accountability in the 
region. 

Talent
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Key metrics

Expenditures per 
student (K-12)

Achievements in 
third-grade English

Achievements in 
eighth-grade math

Number of internships 
and work-based 
learning opportunities

Student enrollment in 
special programs

STEM graduates

Graduation rates

College enrollment
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1.1 Build a seamless talent pipeline, continued

• Continue to host the Pathways to Prosperity Fellowship to link 
businesses and school leaders. These events should enhance their 
understanding and appreciation for regional career opportunities 
requiring two-year degrees and industry-based credentials.

• Replicate and scale successful programs that provide students, 
teachers, counselors, and others with skills to prepare the next 
generation of talent for career opportunities in the region. Examples 
of these programs include the STEM Externship Program, Apprenti-
Tech Internship Program, EBR Career and Technical Education Center, 
and Jump Start Pathways, to name a few.

• Engage BRAC’s advocacy team to secure participation of the region’s 
schools in the state’s pending Early College programs. Participating in 
this program has the potential to create greater access for students to 
earn trade and higher education credentials or certificates. 

Talent

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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1.2 Keep college grads
Retain talent produced at our colleges and universities.

Baton Rouge has an enormous asset in its higher education institutions, 
including Louisiana State University, Southern University, Baton Rouge 
Community College and River Parishes Community College. These 
institutions are producing thousands of educated talent each year but 
the community struggles to retain them. Additional efforts are needed 
to connect college students to job opportunities and the region as a 
whole.

This strategy focuses on enticing college students to stay in the Baton 
Rouge Area through expanded career opportunities, personal and 
professional networks, and great quality of life. 

The following tactics could support BRAC’s goal to keep college grads:

• Support vast expansion of paid internship programs in the Baton 
Rouge Area. Provide employers guidance and online support from an 
internship-in-a-box type program. Coordinate with Forum 225 to 
provide a community connection to the internship programs, similar to
BRAC’s previous InternBR program. Encourage the use of the 
Handshake platform for promoting mentorship and internship 
opportunities at local businesses. 

• Be a strategic partner in hosting acclimation events to welcome new 
and returning students. When possible, expand this to a larger 
program that includes events that bring newcomers, students and 
established residents together around activities such as exploring 
neighborhood restaurants, local festivals, arts and cultural events, 
intramural sports, or outdoor recreation, to name a few. This will help 
newcomers and students meet new people and experience the varied 
opportunities outside of their own campus or neighborhood.

• Collaborate with area colleges and universities to launch on-campus 
marketing campaigns. Develop materials, social media and events that 
tout the Area’s assets and the many opportunities to stay in BR after 
graduation.

• Leverage (recommended) BRING IT! to BR and Beautify BR initiatives 
to boost reputation of the region. Involve students as thinkers and 
volunteers in these initiatives. Measure impact of initiatives by way of 
perception studies. 

• Continue to promote use of Handshake to connect graduates to local 
careers.

Talent

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy

Key metrics

Percent of population 
age 25 to 44

Net in-migration of 
college-educated 
residents

Net in-migration of 
individuals age 25 to 
44
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Talent
1.3 Elevate skill sets
Boost efforts to reskill and upskill residents

Connecting under- or unemployed workers to high-demand, higher-
paying career opportunities will be vital to the continued economic 
recovery of the Baton Rouge Area and for building a robust and resilient 
talent pipeline for years to come. 

Tactics within this strategy focus on working with employers and 
educational institutions to ensure that upskilling programs are in place 
and that residents and workers have access to utilize the supports 
needed. These efforts extend beyond the recovery period from the 
COVID-19 pandemic to create a culture of lifelong learning in the Baton 
Rouge Area that empowers any adult to return to school, earn a new 
credential, or expand their skill sets to pursue better career 
opportunities.

The following tactics could support BRAC’s goal to elevate skill sets:

• Secure funding for and launch a permanent, stand-alone website for 
BR Works. The site should include an online job board, career 
exploration tools, connection to area training and education, links to 
human services and other assistance, and success stories. 

• Seek funding and engage in a large-scale upskilling and reskilling 
initiative. If successful in securing funding, convene partners across 
the region and raise awareness for the program through the identified 
talent platforms. Engage the Talent Collaborative in identifying 
initiatives and setting educational attainment goals. Once 
established, hold a public announcement of the initiative and its 
goals. Regularly track and report progress.  

• Engage in regular analysis of workforce data to determine high-
demand occupations and skills. The (recommended) BR Business 
Intelligence Center could lead an annual study of skills demand and 
supply, updated map of programs and services, and profiles of area 
employers that are taking innovative approaches to reskill and upskill 
people. Share this information on the BR Works website, with the 
Talent Collaborative, and with Cluster Enrichment Teams.

• Continue to promote and build on programs that provide free 
training in high-demand careers for those impacted by the pandemic.

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy

Key metrics

Number of post-
secondary certificates 
awarded

Percent of population 
age 25 to 64 with 
associate degree

Percent of population 
age 25 to 64 with 
bachelor’s degree or 
higher

Poverty rate

Poverty rate among 
employed residents

Labor force 
participation rates

Median household 
income
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Talent
1.4 Bring talent to the BR Area
Attract people into our region with the skill sets and innovative thinking 
needed to advance our economy.

Today, many firms choose to locate or expand into communities based 
on availability of talent. Baton Rouge has the potential to be a hotspot 
for talent given the number of college graduates it produces and traction 
within several emerging industry sectors, but it will need to attract 
additional talent to support economic growth.

This strategy focuses on enhancing the image of the Baton Rouge Area 
throughout Louisiana and the nation by promoting the region and its job 
opportunities through a series of targeted marketing initiatives. 

Tactics that could support BRAC’s goals to bring talent to BR include: 

• Develop and launch the BRING IT! to BR interactive, content-rich 
multimedia platform to bring the Baton Rouge Area story to life for 
prospective talent. Connect the recommended BR Works online job 
and internship board to the talent platform to highlight career 
opportunities in the region. Include the Baton Rouge Toolkit. Consider 
linking people visiting the BRING IT! to BR platforms with area 
ambassadors who share personal stories about why the region is a 
perfect place for them (e.g., revamp and better resource BR Connect).

• Execute a BRING IT! to BR marketing campaign targeted at talent 
outside the region. Consider building this campaign as a joint effort 
between BRAC and local tourism organizations.

• Target Southern and LSU alumni, particularly in occupations that 
lend themselves to remote working. Develop MOUs with the 
universities that outline how the BRING IT! campaigns could be 
incorporated into college and university communications and 
homecoming events. Work with the universities to access alumni 
directories and help focus outreach on specific geographies with high 
concentrations of alumni. 

• Continue supporting talent attraction efforts by providing 
acclimation resources and the Baton Rouge Toolkit, hosting talent 
tours and distributing welcome packets for employers to share with 
prospective recruits. Update tour itineraries and guides with 
expanded BRING IT! to BR content.

• Conduct national perception studies every two to three years to set 
benchmarks and measure the impact of attraction efforts. Select 
markets based on campaign targets and consider similar studies for 
upcoming graduates. 

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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Supercharge cluster 
development 
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Goal 2: Diversify our industry base and 
job opportunities

Economic diversification

Industry and employment diversification are two critical building blocks 
for creating an economy that is both vibrant and resilient. This type of 
diversification better insulates a region from economic shocks and 
provides greater employment opportunities for residents with varied 
skillsets and experience. 

A strong economy relies on growth in businesses across the entire 
spectrum, from small, family-owned businesses and innovative startups 
to large, established multinational corporations. Each requires a unique 
set of resources to succeed but they all benefit from a competitive 
business environment and supportive organizations, like BRAC, to drive 
opportunities for accelerating growth.

Issues and opportunities

The Baton Rouge Area economy is driven primarily by three sectors –
state government, Louisiana State University and the petrochemical 
industry. At no point during the past decade have all three 
simultaneously fueled growth in the region, but historically, the Baton 
Rouge Area’s economy has been more stable than the nation as a whole. 

During economically good times, the Baton Rouge Area tends to grow at 
a slower pace than the national average. Conversely, comparatively high 
levels of employment in sectors such as government and higher 
education in Baton Rouge have typically helped insulate the region from 
recessionary pressures. Unfortunately, this trend has not held true during 
the economic downturn brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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The economy of the Baton Rouge Area has become less diverse in recent 
years. Between 2013 and 2018, for example, the construction industry 
alone was responsible for approximately 40% of private sector 
employment growth in the region. In the absence of greater gains by 
other sectors, local employment growth could remain disproportionately 
reliant on the construction industry.

Between 2016 and 2020, BRAC has seen 65 business development 
project wins with $205 million in new payroll and more than 4,400 
permanent jobs created. In 2020 alone, nearly 600 business retention 
and expansion (BRE) visits were conducted and more than 1,700 small 
and mid-sized businesses received support. Innovation and small 
business support was bolstered with the relaunch of LSU’s Small 
Business Development Center, the establishment of an Angel Investor 
Group, and the continuation of BRAC’s small business seminar series and 
other valuable entrepreneurial programs and services. 

While the Baton Rouge Area has many economic development wins, there 
is an opportunity to further diversify the region’s economy through 
enhanced support for local entrepreneurs and existing businesses and a 
supercharged approach to cluster development. Igniting these emerging 
clusters has the potential to jumpstart growth, particularly across the 
region’s distinct innovation destinations, such as the Water Campus and 
Baton Rouge Health District. 

This cluster approach — focused on nurturing and attracting companies in 
life sciences, software, renewable energy and water — would also help the 
region more effectively take advantage of two of its most compelling 
competitive assets — production of college-educated talent and 
innovation capacity. 

Sources: EY, EMSI.

Baton Rouge Area’s 10 leading clusters by employment growth, 2013-2018
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Economic diversification
Bringing it to the Baton Rouge Area
Diverse economies provide a variety of career opportunities spread 
across numerous industry sectors and are also better suited to weather 
times of economic disruption. The path to economic diversification is 
paved by greater support for local entrepreneurs and existing businesses, 
efforts like the BRING IT! Supercharge Cluster Development initiative and 
an aggressive business attraction effort, all fueled by business 
intelligence and regional assets and relationships.

Priorities

1. Leveling up entrepreneurs and existing business

2. Growing our emerging industry sectors

3. Shifting business attraction into hyperdrive

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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2.1 Level up entrepreneurs and existing business

Proactively help Baton Rouge Area businesses increase growth 
opportunities.

Economic diversification does not solely rely on efforts to attract new 
business. It starts at home by supporting entrepreneurs and existing 
businesses, to include both identifying barriers and determining ways to 
accelerate growth.

BRAC has provided tremendous support for businesses throughout the 
COVID-19 pandemic by hosting informational webinars, supplying 
personal protective equipment (PPE) and creating an online job board (BR 
Works) for displaced workers, among other things. These initiatives 
should continue as the region recovers from the pandemic. 

This strategy includes tactics for expanding BRAC’s efforts in investor 
engagement and business retention and expansion to drive a more 
competitive business environment. These efforts could be further 
supported by increased leveraging of BRAC’s business intelligence 
efforts. 

Tactics that could support BRAC’s goals to help entrepreneurs and 
existing businesses reach the next level include: 

• Reimagine BRAC’s BRE approach. Leverage Cluster Enrichment Teams 
(see 2.2) and local industry groups for insights and fewer, more 
concentrated one-to-one visits. When possible, coordinate these visits 
with other economic development partners. Address barriers impacting 
multiple companies through educational webinars, bringing in thought 
leaders to provide guidance and spark new ideas among local 
businesses. Consider hosting a series of events centered on 
environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG).

• Provide growth support to small business BRAC investors that were 
established two or more years ago. Employ a small business support 
person dedicated to this initiative. Charge the person with engaging 
with those business owners, understanding their needs, and connecting 
them with insights and support for addressing barriers, like custom 
research from BRAC’s BR Business Intelligence Center (see next page). 
Use insights to inform BRAC’s advocacy agendas and investor service 
offering. This position, for example, could be on the business 
development team and could also support minority- and women-owned 
business efforts. 

Economic diversification
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2.1 Level up entrepreneurs and existing businesses, 
continued

• Ensure there is no wrong door for entrepreneurs seeking help. 
Coordinate with and convene entrepreneurial ecosystem partners 
across the region and state to ensure that messaging and resource 
guides (names, description, links and contacts to support programs) 
are consistent across platforms. BRAC’s small business resource guide 
is a valuable guide that other organizations could point to, for example. 
In the future, explore the possibility of developing an online, consumer 
grade “wizard” that helps entrepreneurs diagnose their needs then 
explore related programs.

• Raise up BRAC’s research team into a full-service BR Business 
Intelligence Center. The Center will serve BRAC’s research needs (e.g., 
market data, scorecard reporting, advocacy, informing business 
development outreach) while offering fee-based research and 
consulting services. The Center could host informative events, bringing 
in outside experts to share insights, and publish thought pieces on 
topics relative to the growth of the Baton Rouge Area’s economy. The 
Center’s research could help BRAC continue to educate stakeholders 
on the need for comprehensive tax reform, improved regulatory 
environment, infrastructure improvements and competitive incentives 
policies. 

Economic diversification
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2.2 Grow our emerging industry sectors

Launch Cluster Enrichment Teams and other investments to help 
sectors soar.

An obvious path toward economic diversification for the Baton Rouge 
Area involves dedicated efforts to grow emerging sectors like software, 
life sciences, renewables and water. The region has numerous 
competitive advantages in these sectors to include synergies with 
regional research initiatives and educational programs like The Water 
Campus, the Pennington Biomedical Research Center and the Digital 
Media Center. 

Supercharging growth in these sectors could include convening 
businesses, research institutions, education partners and service 
organizations into Cluster Enrichment Teams to further define 
opportunities for growth and to support sector evolution, from innovation 
and entrepreneurs, talent pipeline development and overall business 
growth. These efforts could be further informed by in-depth cluster 
studies and supported by dedicated cluster specialists charged with 
convening partners and growing these emerging sectors. 

Tactics that could support BRAC’s goals to grow its emerging industry 
sectors include: 

• Form Cluster Enrichment Teams for each Baton Rouge Area 
emerging industry sector – for example, software, life sciences, 
renewable energy and water. These Teams should include private 
sector, public sector, nonprofit and academic collaborators whose 
own expertise relates to the emerging industry. Charge Teams with 
driving opportunities to enhance and connect the Baton Rouge Area’s 
competitive assets in support of their industry. Cluster enrichment 
could entail a variety of activities such as supporting entrepreneurs, 
improving access to growth capital, expanding R&D, attracting federal 
programs and new innovation centers, creating tailored education 
programs, improving physical product, and updating public policies.  
Cluster Enrichment Teams could also serve as a sounding board for 
BRAC’s business development team, interface with the 
(recommended) BR Talent Collaborative, participate in BRE and 
attraction efforts, and lend their voices to state and federal advocacy 
efforts. As these Teams gain momentum, consider launching Teams 
for the region’s more established industries. 

Economic diversification
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2.2 Grow our emerging industry sectors, continued

• To inform Cluster Enrichment Teams’ activities, invest in industry 
sector studies. Focus these studies on better understanding the 
assets and potential growth areas in emerging sectors, as well as the 
intersection of these sectors with the region’s largest industries. 
Engage the Business Intelligence Center and Cluster Enrichment 
Team members in identifying current assets, critical gaps, barriers 
and opportunities. 

• Catalyze growth within the water and life sciences sectors by 
supporting the expansion of cluster anchor institutions like The 
Water Campus and Baton Rouge Health District. For these two 
specific opportunities, engage the Cluster Enrichment Teams in 
exploring the possibility of physically locating related assets in 
proximity to the Campus and District (e.g., higher education 
programs, startup spaces like coworking and incubator offices, 
training programs, and sites for established businesses). Include this 
evaluation in the industry sector studies for these two sectors.

• Grow BRAC’s business development team to include cluster 
specialists. Charge the cluster specialists with leading attraction 
efforts for their sector as well as working closely with Cluster 
Enrichment Teams and across BRAC.

Economic diversification

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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2.3 Shift business attraction into hyperdrive

Amplify our voice and approach to drive business investment into the 
Baton Rouge Area.

The first step in developing a successful business attraction effort is to 
build a competitive environment for businesses to thrive. These building 
efforts include many of the initiatives outlined in this five-year strategy 
from talent pipeline initiatives to infrastructure development. From there, 
it is up to BRAC to leverage its connections within the Cluster Enrichment 
Teams to identify the best vehicles and messaging for reaching industry 
executives and centers of influence.

In addition to business attraction efforts guided by partners in industry 
and academia, this strategy includes tactics for building up BRAC’s 
marketing and intelligence arsenals for each target industry, both existing 
and emerging. It also calls for a national and international campaign to 
further awareness for the Baton Rouge Area a hub for emerging sectors. 

Tactics that could support BRAC’s goals to shift business attraction into 
hyperdrive include: 

• Update BRAC’s marketing tools based on the recommendations in 
this strategy. Create sector-specific content, integrating findings from 
the emerging sector studies. Create subpages on BRAC’s website 
dedicated to each BR target industry – emerging and existing. Develop 
sector-specific business development materials, such as slide decks 
and one-pagers. Utilize content across marketing tools for sector-
specific campaigns, such as social media, blog posts, newsletters and 
press releases.

• Involve Cluster Enrichment Team members in business attraction 
efforts. BRAC’s (recommended) cluster specialists would be 
responsible for convening and leveraging Team members to share the 
BR story through their own networks, collaborate on creating high-
impact inbound and outbound events with site consultants and industry 
executives, and inform the overall strategic approach. 

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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2.3 Shift business attraction into hyperdrive, continued

• Invest in a media campaign to raise awareness of the Baton Rouge 
Area’s cluster strengths. Build national and international awareness 
of the Baton Rouge Area as a hub of growth for its emerging sectors. 
Capture success stories of companies in the emerging sectors as well 
as profiles of innovative activities happening at, for example, The Water 
Campus, Health District, LSU AgCenter, LSU Center for Advanced 
Microstructures and Devices, Pennington Biomedical Research Center, 
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory, and Louisiana 
Optical Network Initiative (just to name a few). Collaborate with leaders 
of those research initiatives to add a BR message to white papers and 
other publications related to their activities. 

• Within the BR Business Intelligence Center, maintain a current library 
of insights on each target industry (existing and emerging). Include 
competitive information on other regions targeting those industries.  
These insights can serve the BRAC business development team and 
provide updated guidance to the Cluster Enrichment Teams.

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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Goal 3: Create a more inclusive economy
Inclusive economy

During the past quarter century, the US population has become 
increasingly diverse. This trend is expected to further accelerate in the 
coming decades as more than half of all children born today belong to 
minority racial and ethnic groups. 

Diversity is correlated with economic vitality. Having a more diverse 
population is associated with greater levels of entrepreneurship, 
innovation and overall economic growth. Studies show that regions with 
lower racial disparities also experience greater job growth. Prioritizing 
economic inclusion – focusing on helping individuals lower barriers to 
employment and access opportunities to generate wealth – expands a 
region’s available workforce. At the company level, studies have found 
that more diverse teams lead to higher rates of creative problem-solving 
and greater revenues. 

Issues and opportunities
The Baton Rouge Area is moderately diverse. White individuals represent 
just 56% of the region’s population, compared with 60% nationally. At 
approximately 35%, the Black/African-American population in the Baton 
Rouge Area is nearly three times larger than the US average. Still, the 
region has relatively small Asian and Hispanic populations. While these 
groups represent approximately 24% of the US population, they comprise 
just 6% of the Baton Rouge Area’s population.

In recent years, all growth in the Baton Rouge Area has been fueled by 
Hispanic, Asian, and other racial and ethnic groups that have historically 
comprised a relatively small proportion of the region's population.

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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Inclusive economy

The growing racial and ethnic diversity of the Baton Rouge Area obscures 
the increasing consolidation of white residents into communities in which 
they comprise a supermajority of residents. These migration patterns are 
resulting in increased economic inequality between parishes. 

After all, much of the inequity in the Baton Rouge Area falls along racial 
and gender lines. In a comparison of 39 benchmark regions, the Baton 
Rouge Area ranks in the bottom 50% in areas such as differences in the 
poverty rate between white and non-white residents as well as the 
proportion of women in management positions. The region also ranks in 
the bottom 25% among benchmarks across metrics such as the 
differences in educational attainment and median household income 
between white and non-white residents as well as male vs. female 
earnings. 

Regions that score high on measures of inclusivity have stronger overall 
economic growth, creating a virtuous cycle. Additionally, regions that 
fully leverage the skills of their residents enjoy greater dividends from 
their existing human capital and are also better positioned to attract 
outside talent. And with industry decision-makers and site selectors 
increasingly prioritizing diversity as part of their location search, 
inclusive communities are often considered more attractive investment 
locations.

An analysis by the EY economic development practice further illustrates 
the direct correlation between economic inclusion and overall economic 
performance. The two indexes measuring employment growth vs. 
inclusivity among the 40 metropolitan areas showed the Baton Rouge 
Area as ranking near the bottom of its peers.

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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Inclusive economy

BRAC’s commitment to initiatives like the Baton Rouge Procurement 
Opportunity Partnership and the Dialogue on Race Louisiana have opened 
the doors and eyes of many in the region. Still, there is work to be done 
to increase inclusive economic opportunities, particularly in underserved 
neighborhoods. 

Bringing it to the Baton Rouge Area

The ability of the Baton Rouge Area to advance economic growth across 
the parishes hinges on its commitment to inclusive opportunities for all 
people in the region. These commitments include efforts to support the 
successful creation of minority- and women-owned businesses, 
reinvesting in its underserved communities and elevating the region’s 
commitment to diversity and inclusion practices in the workplace. 

Priorities
1. Accelerating minority- and women-owned businesses

2. Driving investment into neighborhoods in need

3. Boosting diversity and inclusion in the the workplace

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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3.1 Accelerate minority- and women-owned businesses

Support the creation and growth of minority- and women-owned 
businesses

Minorities face significantly more challenges when starting or growing 
their own businesses, most notably in the access to capital, networks and 
skills development. BRAC could be the vehicle for accelerating the 
creation and growth of minority-owned businesses in the Baton Rouge 
Area through its educational programs, its investor connections and its 
communication reach. 

Efforts to support this strategy could include those outlined in BRING IT! 
initiative to Accelerate Economic Inclusion such as BRAC-sponsored 
business accelerators and mentor programs targeting minority-owned 
businesses and greater support in accessing capital and procurement 
opportunities. It could also include promotion through BRAC’s 
communications channels, especially social media. 

Tactics that could support BRAC’s goals to accelerate minority- and 
women-owned businesses include:

• Develop a business plan for and launch a business accelerator 
focused on growing minority-owned businesses. Include a strong 
mentorship program as part of the accelerator’s curriculum. 

• Continue to expand the Baton Rouge Procurement Opportunity 
Partnership program. Establish the goal of achieving higher volume 
and higher value opportunities.

• Partner with nonprofits such as TruFund to roll out the revolving 
loan fund for minority-owned businesses. Leverage the rollout as a 
jumping off point for recruiting more partners and financial 
institutions to create a larger, longer-term fund. Work toward creating 
a no wrong door commitment for minority-owned businesses looking 
to secure funding.

• Expand BRAC’s existing social media efforts to recognize minority-
owned businesses in the region. Encourage broad-scale 
conversations on the importance of accelerating economic inclusion 
through support of minority-owned businesses, and steps that Baton 
Rouge Area residents can personally take to help minority-owned 
businesses flourish. Consider creating an app or guide, perhaps in 
conjunction with a larger Buy Local campaign, that drives shoppers to 
minority-owned businesses. Create marketing collateral to help 
minority-owned businesses identify as such and build pride (e.g., 
signage, stickers, postcards).  

Inclusive economy

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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3.2 Driving investment into neighborhoods in need

Advance reinvestment and redevelopment within our underserved 
communities

The migration patterns of higher income, white residents in the Baton 
Rouge Area is increasing economic inequality between its parishes. This 
inequality carries over to critical infrastructure like electricity, water and 
broadband, as well as access to employment opportunities and healthy 
food options. Over time, the inequality can proliferate generational 
poverty, contribute to lower graduation rates and higher incarcerations 
rates, even shorter life expectancies.

Reinvesting and redeveloping the Baton Rouge Area’s most underserved 
communities will help enhance the region’s overall vibrancy. These efforts 
will require partnerships with organizations like Build Baton Rouge and 
with private sector partners in finance, design, development and 
construction. Most importantly, local residents should be actively 
engaged in the process, and the history and culture of their communities 
celebrated as part of the revitalization efforts.

Tactics that could support BRAC’s goals to drive investment into 
neighborhoods in need include:

• Build a new for-profit investment fund to bring dollars to the 
challenge of redeveloping commercial properties and land in 
communities of needs. 

• Convene a task force to identify reinvestment and redevelopment 
opportunities in the underserved areas of the region, especially 
those in Opportunity Zones. Opportunities could include affordable 
housing, mixed-used developments or broadband infrastructure, to 
name a few. Ensure residents of these communities are engaged as 
part the process and the history of their neighborhoods is celebrated 
as a part of every project. Partner with BRNEDD, Build Baton Rouge, 
MCRA, OneRouge and others to support community coalition building 
to strengthen economic development in disinvested neighborhoods.

• Develop an inventory of abandoned, publicly-owned land and 
buildings and put them out for redevelopment bids with support of 
Build Baton Rouge. 

Inclusive economy
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3.2 Driving investment into neighborhoods in need, continued
• Create an online portal for showcasing reinvestment and 

redevelopment opportunities and related financing tools within the 
Baton Rouge Area. Include on this portal reinvestment and 
redevelopment opportunities identified by the task force, projects in 
the Opportunity Zone prospectus and the inventory mentioned above.

• Assemble a list of funding, incentives and financing resources 
available to potential investors. Promote webinars that feature how 
tools such as economic development districts (EDDs), opportunity 
zones and New Market Tax Credits have been vehicles for past 
community improvements. Where resources are lacking, work with 
regional partners to establish funding mechanisms to support 
redevelopment efforts in North Baton Rouge (e.g., community 
development funds, special districts, grants and incentives and 
infrastructure support).

• Continue to connect local minority-owned businesses with business 
opportunities in development projects. Explore the potential for 
creating a capacity-building platform for developers of color. To 
ensure a more diverse set of local for-profit entities can serve as 
equity partners in the redevelopment of area neighborhoods, create 
series of seminars that teach people how to participate in deals.

Inclusive economy

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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3.3 Boost diversity and inclusion in the workplace

Elevate our region’s commitment to diversity and inclusion practices in 
our area’s businesses

For years now, BRAC has led regional efforts to understand and remove 
systemic barriers to opportunity and success through programs like the 
Baton Rouge Procurement Opportunity Partnership (BR-POP) and its 
Diversity in Business event, as well as support for Dialogue on Race 
Louisiana.

As the leading business organization and a catalyst for inclusive 
economic growth, BRAC has the reputation and reach to help local 
businesses adopt diversity and inclusion practices. BRAC itself could lead 
by example by seeking to create a team and board with a more diverse 
makeup better representative of the region. Doing so could also mean 
offering more education and communications on the topic, providing an 
inclusion and diversity toolkit to investors and encouraging regional 
media to report on the importance of inclusive economic opportunity. 

Tactics that could support BRAC’s goals to boost diversity and inclusion 
in the workplace include:

• Establish and promote a Diversity Learning Lab for organizations in 
the Baton Rouge Area interested in expanding their diversity and 
inclusion (D&I) efforts. Participants would receive a D&I toolkit to use 
in their own businesses that provides information on building the D&I 
business case, developing a business D&I strategy based on the size of 
their business, and a listing of preferred service providers for one-to-
one or specialized D&I coaching. Work with talent placement firms and 
investors’ human resources representatives to increase placement of 
people of color.

• Expand the reach of the annual Diversity in Business event and 
Diversity Star awards. Recognize progress made by organizations 
within the Diversity Learning Lab. 

• Continue to provide matching grants for businesses to participate in 
Dialogue on Race.

• Enhance existing BRAC events with content and perspectives that 
share D&I goals. Include D&I leading practice highlights in BRAC 
communications and lend a D&I lens to current and future trainings, 
programs, and marketing materials.

• Create a BR Business Diversity Pledge for companies to adopt, 
demonstrating their commitment to D&I business practices. 

Inclusive economy
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3.3 Boost diversity and inclusion in the workplace, continued

• Drive media coverage on the importance for D&I initiatives and 
progress. Develop op-eds and stories that emphasize why this is 
important to the Baton Rouge Area and the progress that is being 
made.

• Continue efforts to build a more diverse team and board at BRAC.

Inclusive economy
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Goal 4: Enhance our region’s livability
Livability

In times in which skilled talent is scarce, many workers can choose where 
to live and work. The recent rise in remote work unleashed by the 
pandemic has only accelerated this trend. As such, enhancing the Baton 
Rouge Area’s livability is increasingly important to boosting the region’s 
attractiveness to existing and prospective talent. 

Livability is essential to talent retention and attraction, as well as 
growing the businesses that hire those workers. Numerous factors 
contribute to an area’s livability, including lifestyle amenities, 
affordability, education, infrastructure, public safety to name a few. 
Enhancing critical elements of livability in the Baton Rouge Area will 
require a team approach. 

Issues and opportunities

Area stakeholders involved in this planning process vocalized specific 
concerns related to infrastructure, lifestyle amenities and the region’s 
general appearance. They also felt the region suffered overall from a 
negative internal narrative. 

Those concerns were echoed in the results of the Gallup-Sharecare State 
of American Well-Being series. The series examines the well-being of 
residents throughout the US across the following five elements: purpose, 
social, finance, community and physical. These elements encompass 
areas such as having supportive relationships, liking where you live, and 
enjoying good health. Results are based on more than 150,000 national 
telephone interviews. 

The Baton Rouge Area scored a 60.1 on the Community Well-Being Index 
in 2018, placing it near the bottom of its 40 benchmarked peers.

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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Livability
Educational quality and transportation are two frequently cited threats to 
the Baton Rouge Area’s quality of life. Perceptions about lackluster public 
education systems compel many residents to pay for private school, a 
dynamic that erodes the Baton Rouge Area’s affordability. Traffic 
congestion is also a major concern. 

According to BRAC’s survey of regional business leaders, traffic 
congestion has been cited as the top obstacle for business since 2015. 
Additionally, local stakeholders characterized the transportation 
infrastructure both regionally and statewide as deficient. The Baton 
Rouge Area suffers severe traffic congestion for a region of its size. In 
fact, average annual congestion delays in the Baton Rouge Area are 
comparable to much larger, faster-growing regions such as Denver and 
Nashville. 

The Baton Rouge Area’s physical presence also impacts the region’s 
overall livability. BRAC has successfully taken steps to address blight by 
securing passage of a state law to change tax sale notice provisions, 
which created a path for investment-grade title insurance for in-fill 
property investments. The EBR Maintenance Department and Public 
Works management practices were also restructured to proactively 
improve and maintain community appearance. But beyond blight, 
stakeholders expressed concern over the amount of litter and a desire to 
see beautification efforts along the river and main corridors.  
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Sources: EY, Texas A&M Transportation Institute.

Population vs. traffic congestion delay rank in the 75 most populous metros, 2017

Population rank, 
2017
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Livability
Improving community pride and perception are two possible avenues for 
creating a sense of ownership in maintaining appearance in the region’s 
overall aesthetics. Dedicated efforts to build community pride could also 
create a positive ripple effect that not only keeps the Baton Rouge Area 
clean and beautiful but could foster further investments in livability 
assets that make the region an even better place to live and work.

Beyond infrastructure and aesthetics, the quantity and quality of 
entertainment outlets play a vital role in maintaining a rich quality of life. 
Amenities such as museums and arts venues are highly cherished among 
many skilled and mobile workers. 

Among benchmark regions, the region ranks 35th in the number of arts, 
entertainment and recreation workers on a per capita basis. The region 
also has relatively few bars and full-service restaurants compared with 
the average for major metropolitan areas. In the absence of greater 
lifestyle amenities, the Baton Rouge Area will find it difficult to become a 
prime destination for talent and a greater variety of industries. Still, the 
region is moving in the right direction. Since 2013, the number of arts, 
entertainment and recreation workers in the Baton Rouge Area has 
increased at a faster rate than all but two benchmark regions.

Last, but not least, public safety is a significant factor in overall livability. 
Communities with high levels of crime may be seen as less family-
friendly, a perception that can make a region less desirable for 
prospective businesses and residents alike. Both property and violent 
crimes are moderately high in the Baton Rouge Area compared to its 
benchmarks. BRAC has been an advocate for fairness in policing and 
police pay over the years but increased vocal and financial support for 
technology and tools to support increased public safety may be needed. 
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Arts, culture and recreation employment per 10,000 residents, 2018

Sources: EY, EMSI.
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Livability
Bringing it to the Baton Rouge Area

Enhancing the region’s livability starts by building community pride. It 
also requires a dedication to improving the region’s infrastructure – from 
bridges to broadband to bike lanes – and identifying creative approaches 
to funding livability initiatives. As these investments take shape and pride 
in the community grows, the region’s actual and perceived livability 
should also improve. 

Priorities
1. Upgrading our infrastructure

2. Beautifying BR

3. Rallying BR Pride

Baton Rouge Area Chamber five-year economic development strategy
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4.1 Upgrade our infrastructure

Identify and advocate for new investments and improvements in our 
roads, bridges, utilities and broadband. 

Throughout the stakeholder engagement process, traffic congestion was 
often cited as a major issue and seen as the Baton Rouge Area’s biggest 
obstacle to improving livability. These infrastructure challenges also 
contribute to the internal and external image of Baton Rouge – locals are 
unhappy with the roads, litter, and lack of transit options, and these 
challenges are also experienced by visitors. 

A dedicated infrastructure agenda that includes a strong educational 
component could be a first step in driving support for the Baton Rouge 
Area’s infrastructure needs. For this, BRAC could leverage its state and 
regional networks to strongly advocate for these improvements. BRAC 
could also work with regional partners to identify which infrastructure 
projects will be most impactful on the community and work together on 
creative solutions for funding these projects. 

Tactics that could support BRAC’s goals to upgrade infrastructure 
include: 

• Secure funding for the construction of a new bridge crossing the 
Mississippi River.

• Secure a dedicated funding mechanism to increase transportation 
revenue, through a gas tax or other revenue source.

• Collaborate with CRISIS on ensuring gap funding for the I-10 
widening from the Mississippi River Bridge to the Split, amplifying 
the public input process with CARB-D for the new bridge, and raising 
awareness for Highway 30 widening, LA 415 extension and MOVEBR 
infrastructure plans.

• Elevate the importance of infrastructure investments through a 
coordinated “Infrastructure Now” education and communications 
effort that demonstrate the value or impact to BRAC investors. 
Focus on messages such as faster, more reliable travel times, 
increased transportation safety and better disaster response.

• Develop impact studies for the defined critical infrastructure needs 
to provide stronger cases for support.

Livability
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Key metrics

Average travel time to 
work

Miles of roadway

Average annual hours 
of traffic congestion 
delays

Percent of households 
with gigabit broadband 
access

Number of direct 
routes out of BTR

Miles of new trails, bike 
lanes and sidewalks
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4.1 Upgrade our infrastructure, continued

• Increase awareness and use of public-private partnerships for 
funding public infrastructure projects. Review and improve public 
policies and tools to encourage public-private partnerships. 

• Team with other economic development partners and the business 
community to advocate for expanded broadband connectivity across 
the region. Investigate funding available through the 2021 American 
Rescue Plan Act and other pandemic relief programs. (This is a 
potential funding opportunity for other infrastructure investments as 
well.)

• Support increased air service offerings at Baton Rouge Metropolitan 
Airport by encouraging partners and community members to directly 
book flights through available carriers and exploring options for a 
privately funded revenue guarantee to incentivize new air service.

• Push to have improved public transit in Baton Rouge and an 
operational inter-city rail established between Baton Rouge and 
New Orleans by 2026. 

• Manage successful implementation the Pedestrian and Bicycle 
Master Plan and other forms of multi-modal connectivity.

Livability
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4.2 Beautify BR

Develop creative approaches for dedicating more resources to 
brightening up our area’s quality of life.

The Baton Rouge Area should be prepared to make significant 
investments in its own quality of life improvements. There are a number 
of creative funding mechanisms being utilized by communities today that 
fund quality of life initiatives, from crowdfunding to additional sales tax, 
as well as donations from individuals and businesses. 

Asking the wider community for increased funding could be a challenge, 
so BRAC and other community leaders need to ensure proposed projects 
have widespread support from inside the community and address 
challenges that are top of mind for the business and residential 
community. Efforts to address litter and overall beautification – like the 
BRING IT! initiative Beautify BR – were top of mind for many local 
stakeholders. Others wanted additional support for public safety.

Tactics that could support BRAC’s goals to beautify BR include: 

• Convene regional partners to develop and execute a multi-faceted 
anti-litter/beautification effort - Beautify BR. The effort should 
address issues with litter, blighted properties and corridor 
beautification in the Baton Rouge Area. As part of the effort, 
advocate for the City or Parish to identify processes for reducing 
blighted and condemned properties. Set a goal to remove visible litter 
on main thoroughfares across all Area parishes as the number one 
goal.

• Collaborate with partners to launch a beautification effort as part of 
Beautify BR. In conjunction with litter abatement on the main 
thoroughfares, collaborate with regional businesses, BR Green, and 
MOVEBR enhancement funds to landscape key high-profile corridors

• Conduct a feasibility study for creating a dedicated revenue source 
for quality-of-life initiatives, such as a penny sales tax or hospitality 
tax. Identify possible revenue sources and a criteria for identifying 
and selecting projects. 

Livability
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Key metrics

Pounds of litter 
picked up

Square miles of 
landscaping or park 
space improvements

Property crime rates

Violent crime rates

Charitable contributions 
as a percentage of 
household income
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4.2 Beautify BR, continued

• Consider creating public art installations or beautification efforts 
around the Baton Rouge Area that are funded by regional 
businesses and institutions or through a dedicated arts revenue 
stream. The installations could include statues, murals, landscaping 
and lighting, to name a few. Feature local artists and businesses and 
use art installations to showcase the unique culture and heritage of 
the region.

• Reduce the region’s high crime rate by providing fundraising 
support for additional technology and criminal justice tools (shot-
spotters, license plate readers, shell analysis machines, etc.) and 
continue advocating for fairness in policing and police pay. 

Livability
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4.3 Rally BR Pride

Build community pride and awareness of our area.

Many stakeholders feel that Baton Rouge currently lacks an identity, 
making it more difficult to attract businesses and talent to the region. 
Building community pride can be a long process that requires consistent 
investments into the community and two-way communication between 
residents, businesses and leadership.

Internal communications are crucial to this strategy. Building a positive 
reputation among internal audiences, such as residents and businesses in 
Baton Rouge, will be the first step. Baton Rouge can’t (and shouldn’t) sell 
the community with assets it doesn’t have, and to create a community of 
cheerleaders, internal audiences need to see that steps are being taken 
to make Baton Rouge a better place to live and work. 

Once internal awareness and community pride are established, it is 
significantly easier to share the Baton Rouge Area’s story with audiences 
outside the region. These efforts are a natural extension of building 
community awareness and pride within the Baton Rouge region and can 
use similar messaging and themes to build awareness of everything the 
Baton Rouge Area has to offer. 

Tactics that could support BRAC’s goals to rally BR pride include: 

• Develop and launch a community pride marketing campaign focused 
on people living in the Baton Rouge Area that incorporates the 
BRING IT! theme. Capture positive stories across a variety of topics 
and mediums to share. Encourage stakeholders across the region to 
adopt and contribute content to the campaigns. Consider creating a 
BRING IT! content team and brand guidebook as a resource for 
regional stakeholders to use to ensure consistency. 

• Integrate content collected in the community pride marketing 
campaign into external marketing initiatives. For example, use 
testimonials from industry executives and entrepreneurs in targeted 
business attraction campaigns and stories from residents on the 
talent platform. 

• Identify community ambassadors that can regularly contribute and 
engage on social media and encourage residents to do the same. 
Consider using the #BRINGIT hashtag to be consistent with the 
region’s talent campaign messaging. Reach out to a diverse cross-
section of residents and business leaders to share their story with 
representation across race, gender, income, industry and parish, to 
name a few. 

Livability
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Key metrics

Community well-being 
index

National and local 
perception studies

Social media 
engagement

Positive media 
mentions
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4.3 Rally BR Pride, continued

• Use this strategy as a rallying point of pride and excitement about 
the Baton Rouge Area’s future. Share the broader vision and key 
initiatives with the larger community. Provide progress reports on the 
BRAC website, through local media coverage and on social media. 
Add the #BRINGIT hashtag to social media stories that relate to the 
goals of this strategy. Use these tools when promoting specific 
legislative priorities and advocacy initiatives as well. 

• Secure funding commitments for a three-year extension to BRAC’s 
PR service contract that highlights areas of businesses, livability and 
talent to external markets. 

Livability
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